Equity Markets Aren’t Pricing in the Next Stage of the Tightening Cycle

Equities are discounting higher interest rates but not the tightening’s impact on growth and earnings or the possibility that even more tightening will be needed to bring inflation down.
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Equity returns in the first half of this year made a lot of sense. When it became apparent that high inflation was self-sustaining and that the Fed and other central banks were behind the curve and would have to tighten more aggressively, all asset yields rose, including the yields on equities. For equities, yields rising is the only thing that happened. The discounted path of earnings barely changed, implying that the battle against inflation would be an easy one with virtually no collateral damage to economies and earnings. Just looking at the level of P/Es today, one could interpret them as being back to their mid-ranges and equities as offering at least a normal risk premium to bonds.

However, unlike a bond, the actual future yield on equities is not known because it is a function of the future level of earnings. An interpretation that equity yields were/are attractive depends on a key assumption—that the tightening cycle that brings inflation down to central bank targets will not cause an economic downturn or a decline in earnings. If bringing inflation down does require a tightening cycle that reduces earnings, then the future earnings yield of equities has not risen at all. And if that tightening cycle also continues to push bond yields higher, then an unchanged yield on equities will be increasingly uncompetitive with the rise in bond yields, requiring a decline in prices to reflect both the lower level of earnings and the higher level of bond yields. If the tightening priced in doesn’t slow the economy and earnings don’t fall, then more tightening will likely be required to bring inflation under control (putting further pressure on discount rates and equity prices).

While in most recent tightening cycles both nominal and real growth fell as the central banks raised rates to control inflation, today it’s likely that inflation stays high and nominal growth remains strong in this transition period, as it takes time for the tightening to flow through (and the starting point for inflation is so elevated). These conditions would result in reasonable nominal revenue growth, but equities would still face headwinds as margins and earnings come under pressure. We will be following up on this topic soon.

Below, we show the earnings that analysts are projecting for US equities as well as the P/E based on that number (in the historical mid-range, decent valuation today). We also show a dot that represents what our estimates suggest earnings will be given the tightening that has happened so far and the inflation we expect, as well as the associated P/E given that estimated level of earnings (near historical highs, poor valuation).
We believe that where we are in the current tightening cycle will result in some mix of weaker growth, higher rates, and/or stubbornly high inflation, with the mix to be determined by the decisions of central banks. All of these outcomes present risks to equities that investors need to consider. In the remainder of this report, we discuss the following dynamics in more detail: 1) how major tightening cycles both impact the yields on all assets (including equities) and flow through to the economy and earnings with a lag; and 2) how where we are in the current tightening cycle is especially risky for equities, since most of the earnings impact is ahead of us and further tightening may be needed to bring down inflation.

How Major Tightening Cycles Typically Impact Asset Yields and Equities

Tightening cycles are bad for all assets because as discount rates rise, the present value of the future cash flows those assets represent falls. To entice investors away from cash and into assets, the yields on the assets must rise to reflect this change in discounting. Below, we show developed world asset yields alongside short rates (with an estimate that reflects what the impact of QE/QT would translate to in interest-rate terms to illustrate the full underlying change in monetary policy). As you can see, asset yields adjust upward alongside short rates. As rates rose this year, we saw the asset yields in the developed world rise (with a small pullback recently). Such tightening environments, when cash is becoming more attractive, are terrible for the returns of almost all financial assets, as the rising discount rates and risk aversion weigh on prices.
The charts below highlight how the typical tightening cycle unfolds and the lead-lag relationships between short rates, asset yields, the economy, and earnings. While the flow-through of rising short rates to asset yields is fast, given the self-reinforcing nature of the economy, it usually takes some time for the tightening to crack the economy and for earnings to decline. Inflation comes down with a lag to the decline in the real economy, and the tightening cycle doesn’t end until it is clear that inflation will soon come down to reasonable levels.

Equities are most vulnerable during the period when earnings decline and there is continued tightening and rising asset yields since inflation isn’t yet fully contained. The table below illustrates this—the combination of rising asset yields and EPS declines are by far the worst periods for equities. In this current cycle, we are still in a transition phase and haven’t yet reached the point where reported earnings or analyst forward EPS expectations have started to come down.
How and When This Tightening Cycle Hits the Real Economy and Earnings Expectations Will Be Critical for Equity Returns from Here

As noted above, so far in the current tightening cycle, equity prices have fallen (and recently seen some reversal) in response to the changes in discount rates. They are still not discounting a decline in earnings. We show two perspectives on this discounting below. When we simply adjust for the impact of higher rates using conservative duration assumptions, equities are mostly flat (or a bit up). Analyst earnings estimates are also so far showing almost no change from before the Fed tightening.
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Given this, when markets begin to discount lower earnings, prices will likely take a hit. Our study of past bear markets shows how the main difference between a correction (10–20% decline) and a bear market (greater than 20% decline) is the extent to which the contraction in liquidity and rise in risk premiums passes through to an economic contraction and decline in earnings. You see this in the data shown below, covering 41 bear markets and 30 corrections over the past 100 years in the four largest developed world markets. In corrections of 10-20%, the price decline is mainly comprised of a fall in P/Es due to a rise in discount rates and risk premiums. In bear market declines of 20% or more, the price impact from an earnings decline is much larger due to a deeper contraction in the economy and cash flows.

### Average During Equity Market Drawdowns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drawdown Type</th>
<th>Equity Drawdown</th>
<th>Impact of P/Es</th>
<th>Chg in Earnings</th>
<th>Chg in Real Economy (vs Potential)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corrections (10–20%)</td>
<td>-15%</td>
<td>-13%</td>
<td>-2%</td>
<td>-1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bear Markets (&gt;20%)</td>
<td>-37%</td>
<td>-13%</td>
<td>-28%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The tightening is already well underway. Starting this year, the Fed began rapidly withdrawing the liquidity that supported financial assets after the COVID shock (through both nominal rates at zero and a massive QE program). We are now in the transition period where the tightening is occurring and its impacts are beginning to work their way through the economy.

As shown above, it takes some time for the tightening to really hit the real economy. We have already seen growth slow to around zero, and unless things change (such as a material move to easing by the Fed and a relaxing in financial conditions), we expect this tightening to flow through to a contraction in real growth in the coming months. Below, we show our leading real growth estimate and its translation to US corporate earnings.
We think it is likely that this tightening cycle will continue because inflation is still much higher than target (despite recent moderation), with the continued strength in the labor market adding upward pressure. Below, we show what it has historically taken to bring inflation at high levels back to target given the self-reinforcing nature of wages, spending, and hiring. Historically, inflation has never come back to target from levels like today's without a sizable increase in or high level of unemployment. The unemployment rate today is near secular lows.

At this point, wage inflation is still running red hot amid a very tight labor market. Wage gains are stronger than at any point since the 1980s and job openings are not far off record highs, suggesting that labor demand remains strong and that companies will be pressed to continue offering wage increases. This suggests more tightening will likely be needed to weaken the labor market and bring wage growth down, even as the one-off pressures on inflation abate.
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